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This newsletter follows a three-day Con ference to Examine Mathematics as a
Humanlstlc D iscip line in Claremont 1986 supported by The Exxon Education Foun-
dation, and a special session at the AMS-MAA meeting in San Antonio January 1987. A
common response of the thirty-six mathematicians at the conference was , "I was startled
to see so many who shared my feelings" . .
Two related themes that emerged from the conference were 1) teaching mathematics
humanisti cally. and 2) teaching humanistic mathem ati cs. The first theme sought to place
the student more centrally in the positi on of inquirer than is generally the case, while at the
same time acknowledging the emotional climate of the activity of learning mathemat ics.
Wh at students could learn from each other, and how they might better come to underst and
mathematics as a meaningful rather than an arbitrary discipline were among the idea of
the first theme.
The second theme was focused less upon the nature of t he teaching and learning
environment and more upon the need to recon struct the curriculum and the discipline of
mathematics itself. The reconstruction would relate mathematical discoveries to person al
courage, relate discovery to verification, mathematics to science, truth to utility, and in
general, to relate mathematics to the culture in which it is embedded.
Humanistic dimensions of mathematics discussed at the conference included:
a ) An appreciation of the role of int uition , not only in understanding, hut in creating
concepts that ap pear in their finished versions to be "merely technical" .
b) An ap preciation for the human dimensions that motivate discovery- competition , co-
operation , the urge for holistic pictures.
c) An understanding of the value judgements implied in the growt h of any discipline.
Logic alone never completely accounts for what is investigated , how it is invest igated,
and why it is investigated.
d) T here is a need for new teaching , learning formats that will help wean our students
from a view of knowledge as certain, to-he-received.
e) The opportunity for students to think like a mathematician, including a chance to work
on tasks of low definition, to generate new problems and to participate in controversy
over mathematical issues.
f ) Opportunities for faculty to do research on issues relating to teaching, and to be
respect ed for that area of research.
This newsletter, also supported by Exxon , is part of an effort to fulfill the hopes of the
participants. Others who have heard about the conferences have enthusias tically joined
the effor t . The newsletter will help create a network of ma thematicians and others who
are interested in sharing their ideas and experiences related to the conference themes . The
network will be a community of support extending over many campuses that will end the
isolation that individuals may feel. There are lots of good ideas , lot s of experimentation,
and lots of frustration because of isolation and lack of support . In addition to informally
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sharing bibliographic references, syllabi, accounts of successes and failures, . ., the
network might formally support writing, team-teaching, exchanges, conferences, ..
Please send references , essays, half-baked ideas, proposals, suggest ions, and whatever
you think appropriate for this quarterly newsletter. Also send names of colleagues who
should be added to the mailing list. AU mail should be added to the mailing list . All mail
should be addressed to
Alvin White
Department of Mathema tics
Harvey Mudd College
Claremont , CA 91711
This issue contains some papers and excerpts of papers that were presented at the
conferences .
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